Ahhhmazing Hot Stone Massage with
Return to Glory
April 26, 2013
London, England (RPRN)
04/26/13 — Hot Stone massage
has become increasingly popular
in recent years. The use of
smooth, water heated basalt
stones in this treatment enhances
the healing powers of massage
therapy, taking you to a new level
of relaxation whilst also
effectively targeting and
dissolving muscular tension. If
you love deep tissue massage then you'll adore Hot Stone massage.
Because of its popularity, many therapists now offer this treatment. But clients beware! It takes a
highly skilled and intuitive therapist to properly deliver a Hot Stone massage. The stones enable
the therapist to get so deep, that it's imperative to know how much is enough. Having suffered at
the hands of a second rate therapist who created more problems than she solved, I was reluctant
to ever have a Hot Stone massage again, until a friend raved about the ahhhmazing one she had
with her Return to Glory therapist.
Return to Glory - London's leading Home Spa, hand pick all their therapists. And whilst they have
to have a minimum high level qualification to even be considered, as Natasha Dwyer, founder
and CEO explains, they are looking for much more than that "A truly fantastic therapist has a
special intuition that leads every treatment; not every client knows, or is able to articulate what
they need, and we select our therapists for their ability to balance technique with that intangible
knowingness of what the client requires and what their body can cope with, this is especially true
with Hot Stone massage".
Having the worst shoulders ever and with my friend's glowing review in mind, I booked an In
Home appointment with the same therapist, and was staggered at the difference. It was
unbelievably good. Being able to slip off the massage couch and into my bed at the end of the
treatment was beyond heavenly, and made a massive difference to the effectiveness of the
therapy; I stayed relaxed for so much longer then I would normally at a Spa or salon, and my
shoulders are now looser then a night out in Shoreditch.
Return to Glory deliver professional massage, beauty and fitness services In Home, In Office and

In Hotel anywhere within the M25. With over 6000 repeating clients and celebrity endorsements
from the likes of Jodie Kidd, Amanda Holden and Mel B, it's clear to see how their high quality
standards have driven their success. Add to that an easy online booking system, super flexible
availability and transparent prices with no hidden extras, and I'm simply left with the oh-so difficult
decision of choosing which divine treatment to book next!
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